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Abstract
An investigation on the material efficacy of failed helical gears in the gearbox of an automobile has been carried out. Two helical gear samples taken as representatives of the whole of six in the gearbox were denoted as samples A and B. Methods employed in the failure investigation include visual examination with the unaided eye and fractography; compositional analysis; hardness measurements and microstructural analysis. The results obtained showed that Gear sample A failed by oxidative wear essentially caused by insufficient lubrication. On the other hand, Sample B exhibited no outward sign of failure. Processes culminating in the formation of a wear particle were however noticed few micrometers below the surface of Gear Sample B. Furthermore, in the absence of sufficient lubrication, numerous carbide precipitates formed in both samples contributed to wear of the gear material. It was concluded that the premature service failures of the gears was caused by inadequate lubrication and not inadequate material selection.
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1. Introduction
The fundamental requirement of effective power transmission in various machines, automobiles, elevators and generators, has created an increasing demand for more accurate analysis of the characteristics of gear systems (Norton, 1996). Gear transmissions are vital machine parts, and their reliable operation is required to prolong machine damage and fracture. Helical gears are being widely used due to the advantages of silent operation, increased operating speed and increased load carrying capacity. However, gear tooth failures of different kinds occur in service, altering the operating characteristics of transmission and eventually leading to the failure of the whole mechanical assembly with built-in gear. Great care is therefore paid to analysis of different tooth failure types in order to prevent or at least prolong the process of their initiation and propagation (Nanija et al., 2011). Furthermore, gear failures not only result in replacement cost but also in process downtime (Samroeng and Panya, 2010). For the case being investigated, the downtime was approximately 14 days and income generation was practically impossible during this period. Moreover, large amount of energy and material loses also occur simultaneously on virtually every mechanical device in operation experiencing gear failures.

Gear failures could be as a result of application errors, design issues and manufacturing errors. Application errors include improper mounting and installation, poor cooling, deficient lubrication, and inadequate maintenance. Design errors include wrong material selection, improper material geometry and poor material quality among others (Samroeng and Panya, 2010). Manufacturing errors could be as a result of poor machining and faulty heat treatments. The most common mode of gear failure encountered in practice is that of surface contact fatigue. This mode of failure leads to crack initiation at or near the contact surface, and subsequently damage ranging from microscopic pitting to severe spalling. These pits acts as stress raisers which lead to other modes of gear failure e.g. tooth bending fatigue (Fernandes and McDuling, 2006). Pitting originates from small, surface or subsurface initial cracks, which grow under repeated contact loading. It is a three-dimensional phenomenon and strongly depends on contact surface finish, material microstructure and operating conditions, such as type of contact, loading, misalignment, lubrication problems, temperature, etc. Spalling, in general, is not considered an initial mode of failure but rather a continuation or propagation of pitting and rolling contact fatigue. Although pitting appears as shallow crater at contact surfaces, spalling appears as deeper cavities at contact surfaces (Osman, 2006). It is worth noting that material for rolling contacts must be of very high quality since any imperfection present can act as initiation sites for developing cracks. Also, the presence of a lubricant can have a significant effect on contact fatigue by preventing true contact between the rolling bodies (Stachowiak and Batchelor). For the purpose of this study, failure analysis methods were used for a preliminary investigation (with respect to material performance and efficacy) on the root cause of failure of helical gears in the gearbox of a passenger car which if avoided will prevent similar failures in the future.

1.1 Background
The passenger car, whose gear was employed for this study, was taken to an automobile repair shop for replacement of its gears which failed in service after being used for two years. The gear box was reported to have excessive vibration and loud noise before it eventually could not function any more. The complete gear train was received from the technician in charge for failure analysis. The gear train had six helical gears; of which one
showed several worn teeth and seven fractured teeth (indicated by the red curve) and the remaining five had no visible sign of failure. The appearance of the gear train is as shown in Fig. 1. The helical gear is a five-speed manual transmission gear. The passenger car has 202horse power and 6000 revolution per minute (rpm) engine power. For the purpose of analysis, two helical gears were randomly chosen as representative samples of the six. The gear showing visible signs of fractures and wear was taken and denoted as Sample A, and another showing no visible sign of failure was chosen as Sample B. Basic data of the representative samples of the failed helical gears is presented in Table 1 and relevant layouts of the gears are shown in Fig. 2.

2. Methodology
The gear train was disassembled and gear samples A and B were randomly chosen as representatives of the whole for analysis. Both gears were examined visually with the unaided eye and by fractography. Brinell hardness measurements were taken for both samples as well as chemical composition analysis via an atomic absorption spectrometer and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). The investigation was crowned with microstructural examination of both samples. Fractographic and microstructural analysis was carried out using a focus ion beam Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with EDS.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Visual Examination
The purpose of which is to ascertain the mode of failure, observation of sample A with the unaided eye revealed surface wear (blue arrow) on nearly all tooth surfaces and tooth fracture (red curve) of seven out of a total number of 28 teeth (Fig. 3). The fractures occurred as a result of wear induced fatigue on the gear teeth. Hence, the failure mode of sample A can be classified as wear failure. This is further confirmed by Fractographic studies which showed cracks propagating from a point on the surface of the metal (which is the origin of crack initiation indicated by the red arrow), upward and downwards along slip planes (Fig. 4). It was observed from the fractograph of sample A that the frictional heat (due to insufficient lubrication) between the rolling gear parts caused re-austenization of pearlite on its surface (lower left), producing as-quenched martensite (upper right) upon cooling, which led to crack initiation in the material. After initiation, repeated rolling contact caused crack growth which eventually led to surface contact damage (spalling). In the case of sample B, visual examination with the unaided eye (Fig. 5) revealed that there was no visible sign of failure. Nevertheless, sample B was subjected to Fractographic examination (Fig. 6). Curiously, developing spalls were observed on the gear tooth of sample B.

3.2 Hardness Measurement
The microhardness distribution of both gears, across the gear tooth was measured using a digital Vickers hardness tester (HVD501 model) with 500kgf load. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The decreasing hardness values from the case of both materials to the core are an indication that the material has been case hardened by carburization which is a normal operation for gear heat treatment.

3.3 Compositional Analysis
This was carried out in order to identify the gear material and to ascertain its conformity with the standard requirement for helical gear use in automobiles. From the results shown in Table 2, sample A’s composition was found to correspond with that of AISI 5130 chromium steel. According to Matweb material property data (eFunda Inc., 2012), AISI 5130 chromium steel contains 0.80% -1.10% Cr which must be second highest to the composition of iron in the material. In addition, its carbon content is low (0.2% - 0.3%). This requirement was met by sample A. On the other hand, sample B’s composition (Table 3) corresponds with that of AISI 5060 chromium steel which has a higher carbon content (0.55% 0.65%) and a lower chromium content (0.27% - - 0.65%). Hence, compositional analysis revealed that the two helical gear samples from the same gear train were made from chromium steel of different grades. According to KarlHeinrich and Erik (2009), applications involving high core and case hardness such as automotive gears, universal joints, piston rings and others require high carburizing steel. This signifies that AISI 5060 chromium steel is suitable for automotive gears due to its high carbon content. AISI 5130 chromium steel is also a good material for automotive gears, moreover the strength of the gears have been improved by carburizing. Thus, for both samples A and B, there were no deviations from standards as regarding chemical composition. Nevertheless, it was deemed necessary to further analyze the composition of the samples using EDS in order to detect the presence of contaminants which may have contributed to spalling as revealed by fractography. The X-ray spectrum that was generated from a point on sample A and another on sample B are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. EDS of sample A shows high proportions of boron, carbon and oxygen. Boron had reacted with carbon to yield boron carbide which is extremely hard, improving the material’s property. On the other hand, it can be asserted that in the absence of sufficient lubrication, the steel being rich in carbide particles, exhibited a low
coefficient of friction which resulted in a high wear rate. Iron oxide, a contaminant, weakened the gear teeth in the presence of frictional heat generated from improper lubrication. The oxide contaminant in sample A was a major contributor to its failure. In the absence of lubrication, wear of the gear metal proceeded by cyclic disintegration of oxide films and subsequent reformation of these films. In other words, oxidative wear occurred. The EDS view of sample B showed the presence of iron, carbon, copper and chromium in the material. There was no indication of contaminants. It is worth noting however, that there is no wear on sample B which is also reflected by its EDS view. These results were further confirmed by microstructural examination.

3.3 Microstructural Examination

The gear samples were metallographically prepared and observed with a scanning electron microscope under etched conditions. The views obtained are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Analysis of sample A showed severe subsurface spalling of the gear sample. Subsurface spalls are characterized by oxide inclusions and initiation of contact fatigue cracks (Qiong, 2008). This confirms that actually, there were oxide contaminants in the sample. Spalling of the gear material is a form of subsurface damage which led to crack initiation, crack growth and ultimately, fracture. Carbide precipitates could be seen on the micrograph as well. The unavoidable presence of these carbides contributed to the wear of the material. Hence, the failure mechanism of sample A as seen by the micrograph was by subsurface crack initiated spalling.

Spalling was observed in sample B. Both modes of spalling (surface and subsurface) were observed. Surface spalling is indicated with the red curve and subsurface spalling with the yellow curve. However, it is noticeable that the surface of sample B remained smooth and lacking in obvious damage, while a few micrometers below the surface, processes culminating in the formation of a wear particle were taking place.

4. Conclusion

Investigations on the material performance of failed helical gears in a gearbox have been carried out. Gear sample A failed by oxidative wear essentially caused by insufficient lubrication. On the other hand, sample B exhibited no outward signs of failure whereas; processes culminating in the formation of a wear particle were already taking place some few micrometers below the surface. It was further deduced that numerous carbide precipitates formed in Sample A also contributed to its wear. It is therefore, recommended that adequate lubrication should be ensured for materials used in rolling contact applications in order to prevent premature failures. Suggested future works include stress analysis of the failed gears.
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Figures
Figure 1 Appearance of the gear train.

Figure 2a Schematic of gear sample A.

Figure 2b Schematic of gear sample B.
Figure 3 Unaided view of gear sample A.

Figure 4 Fractograph of gear sample A.
Figure 5 Fractograph of gear sample A.

Figure 6 Fractograph of gear sample B.

Figure 7 Hardness distribution of gear sample A.
Figure 8 Hardness distribution of gear sample B

Figure 9 EDS view of gear sample A.

Figure 10 EDS view of gear sample B.
Tables

**Table 1**: Basic Data of Representative Gear Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sample A</th>
<th>Sample B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teeth</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix angle</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside diameter (mm)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside diameter</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of failed teeth</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Composition of Gear Sample A (wt %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>AISI 5130</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.20-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04 maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.035 maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.70-0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.80-1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.3 maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Composition of Gear Sample B (wt %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>AISI 5060</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.15-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04 maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.035 maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.75-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.27-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.1-0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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